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Friends  00:32 

is indeed a pleasure to be with you today, we are aware of that, which is in motion word as as 

Roy a conductor conduct this session and we would ask that he select one of his patients that 

he is a working with at this particular time and that he would adopt then a session we will work 

with this entity to create a the situation he is aware from the tapes of what we are trying to 

relay to you in that there are various energies that into when one is born on the earth plane 

and these energies have become in a pregnant ated with as specks the aspects of all that the 

man has created and as we said these energies then eat at various degrees of what you call in 

intensities. And yes Would it help if I put Roy on the monitor board now, can we make that 

change so he can be ready to yes verse with you give us a moment. 

 

Roy  03:09 

Friend, it's a pleasure to be allowed to be included in this experiment. 

 

Friends  03:14 

You are a quite a welcome the energies of them itself are at different rates of vibration and 

their manifestation on the earth plane operate on different levels. The you have taken these 

levels and divided them in to certain reactions or functions. And then through the projections, 

they have taken on many, many personalities through the forming of the energy in where kids 

are in two sections. One is a slight example would be the the energy is that in its pure form, 

would manifest itself in a religious sense, it would be that energy that as it manifested would be 

one that one would associate with God or with peace with harmony with seeking the Creator. 

Now we are using words to express this particular energy allowed to flow freely, one would 

experience that in a sense Have a ceiling rather than in concepts, there is the female, there is 

an energy that when it manifests on the earth plane, it has been defined as a female and the 

opposite of that would be to call the male aspect allowed to flow without any concepts as to its 

operation, in other words, anything that would not have been projected on to it. And then you 

have the opposite side of what would be the religious aspect, the dark side or that death would 

be closer to that, do you have the life and the death, when the energy of death is in operation, 

it is in its natural state, it then the probe section, and interpretations that man has put upon it 

has been created, it would be the same as you have a thought and a thought into a concept, it 

gains energy and it breaks One could say away from the pure flowing. One, then is born with 

specks in the energy when one is taught on the earth plane, a certain conception of the God as 



you see, there is the pure energy is seeking to flow it then becomes restrained because of the 

concept, the energy blockage of the concepts that produce objects, images of what the God 

would be, the energy is given the name of a god and then through concepts, it they it is told 

that functioning and feeling and acting in a certain way, the unnatural flow would be in 

opposition to the concepts that would be operating in the energy of the entity and would cause 

then the conflicts if you would multiply and then the through the various the good or the evil, 

the male or the female, and all the opposite the child concept the or how one should be in old 

age, how one should be as a child, 

 

Friends  08:09 

then you would be that the conflicts are in volved in the projections are the concepts on the 

one level operating in against the natural flow of say, what a male or a female what the 

energies would be naturally, because there are now as so many concepts as to what is 

natural, what is normal, that the the energies, the true essence of these pure energies have 

been lost. And they seek to express themselves in the natural way. And when they seek to 

express themselves in the natural way. They are automatically in a conflict with the teachings 

that have been imposed upon the entity and all so then in the societies. So that this is where 

then the conflicts arise. The energies with the individual us are operative or the cause of many, 

many different factors that we spoke of would be portions of the energies that are a forcing 

their way Through the concepts, one becomes so as it were overloaded with the, with the 

concepts and then in they would then perhaps experience the feelings and some entities of 

voices that would be contradicting are in opposition to then the energies of that we're operating 

in the concepts. So, you would have been in many cases the dialogue between the energies of 

the concepts and the natural energies of the aspects and the and aspects then it as they make 

them selves known, can then they take as it were energy from the current steps, and they can 

gain then enough power as it were to pro eject them selves. Because many all human beings 

are working with constant alterations in their manifestations in their everyday life, but this is in 

a minor sense as one functions at work and one functions on one's job. And then one functions 

with the wife and the children. But these are controlled and the concepts and the energy has 

adapted and has conformed roles, the roles that it is playing under control, when one does not 

have their life as it were under a control in the securities of the functions we have just 

mentioned, then these energies can gain a certain control. And it can as it were, over take the 

you would call it the ego, we call it the consciousness, the conscious awareness of what one is 

doing, and perhaps you yourself flow from one type of personality, another type, without the 

conscious awareness of switching the roles that you play throughout the day, if one is a word, 

then be conscious of these shiftings 

 

Friends  13:02 

then one would be able to work with those who are in who are out of balance as their roles 

shift. So, the ability to maintain the learned roles, there is roles that one is playing is a because 



of the the de nine inner voices, the inner voices is seek their expression, through not always 

through a voice but through ceilings and then it takes as it were over the consciousness and 

words and actions are pre formed on a sometimes a spontaneous in a spontaneous way. And 

then when that energy it has dispersed itself, then the ego as it were, or the other one of the 

other roles, the one that would be considered the normal role, and then has the take control of 

the body and the mind aspects. The energies that are being denied are suppressed, because 

they can not de express them selves in the natural way. But they express them selves then in 

the energy, the aspects and many times that they were born with Along with then the energies 

that have been accumulated on this life in this life one could strive for to obey to be good this is 

probably one of the main issues in problems today is one is over burdened with the prospect 

with the attitudes of being good of pre forming well there is a great great strain on the 

personalities on the earth plane today, because of the strivings or to be good in the religious 

sense or because of the many many laws of morality and because of the many laws of the 

state and the one without being totally aware of it is burdened with the many many levels as it 

were of walking a straight path which puts a tremendous amount of pressure on the 

personalities because the inner personalities of then you see we they come forth with some of 

the dialogue would be that it is not bright the inner energies wishing to express themselves 

confronted with that, which now is part of the reality on the earth plane, there is a total 

contradiction. One is trying material to work walk the path of rightness and obey and then the 

inner voices you see where the can't come forward to confront the individual with that, it is not 

that way one is confronted with striving to reach goals that are in possible and within the 

entities themselves are the aspects and the approach actions of our of acting and feeling 

anger of a feeling 

 

Friends  17:42 

hate of witnessing that which the rational tells them that it is not right one then becomes 

confused with the with the god issue with the male and female roles and uh, with the now the 

young people with the child roles and with the elderly with their roles. So, basically, the 

societies are placed with this position of not really knowing exactly where they are or where 

they are going because they are feeling many things on a nother level as they try to cope with 

the realities that are one of the dialogues that would be in the inner the inner workings of the 

energies would be the contradictions that one experiences on the inner levels and they are in 

feelings at some times and then they can turn into actual dye of all the aspects that you heard 

on the tape, where as specs of the some of the that had been brought the two together a to a 

form as it were a an actual a personalities within the energy. When they then are brought 

together in this small way, then they can Begin to a function be because of the recognizing 

them, they then can begin to enter act within them selves, they do not in essence in with this 

entity on a conscious level as we are speaking to you now, but through feelings as there are 

those that have a deed settle up a die of old through through contact with these approach 

actions, and it can then produce a dialogue and work with those projections, a pro objection 



that would be branched off from the religious aspect, because then the religious aspects the 

many, many branches of would be of the mystic or would be of the psychic and well being to 

prophesied and one then in getting in touch with this energy within themselves and the 

developing allowing it to to accumulate energy and the conversing with it and then exposing it 

to various religious aspects, then it can accumulate, it can accumulate the knowledge. First on 

this level, you see, it is there, and the potential is there and there are many, many aspects in it, 

but it has not we can express itself verbally, so, it expresses itself through feelings, and moods 

and attitudes and when it then is worked with, and one then we would say would to seek 

religious dogmas and religious information, then these feelings would gain or could gain 

concepts 

 

Friends  22:35 

on which to focus this energy, and as the energy of would be converted from the ceilings and 

from unknown ways of expression into concepts and then it would gain its recognition and 

would be allowed to express itself. If it is allowed to express its self to its fullest extent, then the 

religious energy we would say, would then seek to find on a conscious level, all manner of 

information that it could be sifted through that it could work with, and it could express itself 

through. And, yes, wondering if I could ask a question that yes. Yes, you may. 

 

Roy  23:41 

You mentioned that the aspects 

 

Friends  23:44 

that I'm working with some of my patients can be dealt with through you, is that correct? Yeah. 

So, we were going to bring this in, we wish to give you some information on the build of how 

the various energies are formed and gain a we were using the religious one for an example. 

But you see, there are then there are energies where one one of a criminal type, you say 

would then be this aspect would then be seeking information on that level, and would again, in 

that the same way that we were just using the religious aspect, one in the religious area, would 

gain the inclination of religious religions. Now, if one then be Cain identified, if this energy, 

personality that one is developing on the in the religious area becomes identified. With the 

secured representative in that, in a particular entered, it reads it and then the energy could 

develop. And Mr. Tate would then instead of gaining or continuing to gain information, and 

liberate its total energy would or could become stopped, in, we would just use the example of 

the Christian religion, then one could identify with the, the Jesus, when one then identifies with 

a Jesus and the growth of religion, to the the energy stops, then is when one becomes 

obsessed, and they are personality begins to take on. In other words, that energy then begins 

to dominate the other energies within the so one could and this is an example good again, then 

the identity with the Christ, not the Christ in the sense of the total Christ hood, but with the 

figure of Jesus, when one becomes obsessed with an identifies, and this, this aspect would 



then consume or dominate the total energies, then the child representative energy in the 

individual would take on or be forced to take on the Jesus concept, the male or the female 

aspects would begin to take on the identities of particular in dividual, they add identity, on the 

physical level, in represented by that human being a Jesus, then the deeper workings of the 

aspects began to take place, and the the entity would play out, then that role, and that role 

may not be recognized unless someone were aware of exactly what identity one was 

projecting. 

 

Friends  27:49 

Because one generally would think of the Jesus figure as being one, light and and love that is 

only one side, Jesus was one who walked the earth plane and lived a perfect life and yet, he 

had to sacrifice his life in order to please his father, and in order to save the world, one 

identified with this figure would be constantly in there on a subconscious level acting out, this is 

a would be a constantly through then there are other aspects, the other aspects would come 

into play with the dominant because of the damage or the the aspect of playing out the Jesus 

roll. And the entity would find them selves doing various things, and placing themselves in 

situations where they would constantly be used, they would constantly be done wrong. In other 

words, their life would be a constant type of giving their life for others and this would be in then 

the female mother aspect of sacral sacrificing her life for her children. And this could be traced 

back then again to the religious with the sacrifice. And then the the female energy would be 

denied the total Express expression or because it would be a working concept Lee in a 

sacrificial manner, and would suppress, as it were, give up many things, the energy within the 

entities, that one or cause the child, the joy, the spontaneity, the ability to express itself freely, 

to other ease. In other words, a child meeting someone, on first occasion is a totally open and 

receptive, the personality being dominated by the Christ or the Jesus energy would then it 

would be projected on then to the child energy within the personality in that, but the Jesus the 

child was perfect. And if if you do everything right, you are loved. So, the the child energy 

within the individual, they become kind of terminated and again function and a work become it 

would become a very a very suspicious because of its then in ability, the entity the energy 

working with the idea of being perfect, and being a sacrifice would then suppress and keep the 

child under control, until it would not be a delay allowed to express itself. And this is one of the 

energies that bring joy and harmony and the the laughter and the ability to perceive and 

experience other energies or with that innocent with that innocence that a child has. Now, if 

you have comprehended basically what we are trying to say, then you should be able to read 

to remove the religious aspect and the Jesus aspect and to take any number of other functions 

that the entities of the earth Express such as the female and say that the female energy, 

energy which expresses all which you have acquired to it the female, the mother and the 

nourishing aspects. And one could then say that, that this energy would have the 

predominance, the if this energy had the predominance then it would seek and earthly physical 

entity aspects from the the past are aspects or associations, it would then identify with a 



concept of a sort that would be representative of the female. And then, if this energy 

predominance of the energy field, then all of the other aspects, all of the other energies would 

be dominated and be out of balance by the female energy, this would be true then of even say 

the child energy and then one would say then that you have seen many personalities that 

express in their total personalities, the child image when we say child, now we are speaking of 

the the sense of humor the the innocence of a child. And when this again is approved verted 

and the child for dominance in a in in a non what you would say level of functioning in the 

world and one would then good be In a child in the sense of being in a having no ability to take 

care of itself in the in the physical world. So, give to give you a rough ground work for us and to 

work with your energies on a placing these particular concepts in to and incorporating it with 

your knowledge of a personalities may be of a sound advantage. Now, if you would address 

the the entity by the first name only have a patient that you have. And if you would occur dot 

the examination as you would we will try to a tune in to the problems existing. And we'll try to 

allow you now if you have now the information from what we have said for you to reach 

perhaps what you're allowing you to now a particular aspect of this patient, then we will try to 

allow the energies to work through this entity. So you may become aware of this. We will 

proceed after a brief pause. Thank you. 

 

Marie  37:23 

Hello. Hello. Hello. 

 

Roy  37:28 

Hello. 

 

Marie  37:29 

Is this silver rose? 

 

Marie  37:31 

Yes. 

 

Roy  37:36 

Very nice to hear. My name is Roy. 

 

Marie  37:40 

Hello. How are you today? 

 

Roy  37:43 

I'm fine. How 

 

Marie  37:44 



are you doing? Oh, I'm just doing great. It's so nice to see you. My goodness. You're so good 

to hear what Yeah, I know who you are. You're a doctor. Aren't you a doctor? 

 

Roy  37:57 

That's correct. 

 

Marie  37:58 

Okay. What do you want? 

 

Roy  38:01 

I'd like to find out more about you. 

 

Marie  38:03 

Okay, what would you like, 

 

Roy  38:05 

now? Could you describe yourself for me? 

 

Marie  38:09 

Well, I'm just a little girl. I'm just a little girl. That's all I am. I just Well, I just try to do, too, you 

know, work away and keep everything. You know, a lot of times these people they get so 

serious and I have to kind of keep them, you know, make bringing joy to the world. I'm a little 

girl, but I'm smart. 

 

Marie  38:36 

I got I got one of knowledge. I really do. You want to ask me something? Tell you what I know. 

 

Roy  38:44 

All right. How old are you? 

 

Marie  38:46 

Well, I tell you, I am ageless. I do not have an age like you do. Because I don't have a physical 

body like you do. See, we we just kind of we don't have a body like you do. So we don't. We 

can't do all the things that you do. We have to do it. Whenever she allowed us to. She'd always 

let us do what we want to do either. So we kind of have to get permission to do it. But I don't 

have an age at like what you're talking about. See? Do you know what I mean? I don't when 

when I'm not with this energy. Then I'm with another energy but I'm always just a little girl. 

 

Roy  39:45 

Silver rose. Yes. 



 

Roy  39:46 

Where do you come from? 

 

Marie  39:50 

Where do I come from? Well, I am and now I am And when I am not speaking to you, I am 

speaking in in a nother way. I am speaking in a wheel, you could say it's in a police station. It's 

like I am expressing myself in, in other entities. And only when I am expressing myself here, 

am I here? Because we don't have any, any any place. We don't come from any anywhere. 

When when it's when the energies are bright, then we can manifest. 

 

Roy  40:51 

So, do you work with other entities besides Marie? 

 

Marie  40:56 

not new, I know. You see, when, when, when she is not when she don't have a physical body 

anymore. Then I will be in a nother physical body. I will then be able to go into a another 

physical body. And I will I have been in a lot of physical bodies. And that's why I'm so smart. 

I'm just a little girl. But I'm smarter. Got lots of sets, because I have been around, I could tell 

you a lot of stuff about we're happy in 

 

Roy  41:39 

your story. Can you tell us one particularly fascinating? 

 

Marie  41:45 

Well, one time I was in this entity. And it was it was in one of our we'll have to use words to 

explain it. But you got to remember with me see, it was a time or place. But anyway, this entity, 

she was our key. That was a key the word would be? Well, it would be a channel. But you see 

at that particular time, the channels were different than they are now. And the panel's they 

weren't kept isolated. And they were not allowed to express themselves in any way. They took 

the entity, and they put them in a place. And they wouldn't let them hear any words. And they 

would they wouldn't let them be around me people. What they did was they took all these, 

these v anacardium when they were about to curl in they took the little girls in and he would put 

him in this place. And they wouldn't let anybody talk to him. And he had ladies that took care of 

them. And they would take the tongues out of these ladies, so that these ladies couldn't talk to 

them while they were awake in their conscious mind. And they did all this so that the entity 

would it be a totally exposed only to what what you called your subconscious. And so they kept 

all of that would be going into the the channel on the subconscious level. So they had these 

ladies that would take care of these little girls, and they kept the little girls separate. They 

couldn't even be together several years 



 

Roy  44:09 

earlier that took place in what country 

 

Marie  44:13 

well as our, our may be akin, if you let me tell my story about you see, they took the ladies that 

took care of the babies, they couldn't talk to him and they kept them isolated. And they would 

take that was only the man that was that would come in and they would take the girls as they 

was growing up and they would 

 

Friends  45:06 

any relation of the threat of death for attention would be forced to then were to seek, how it 

would survive, if, indeed, the physical body did no longer exist. 

 

Roy  45:22 

The host personality totally dominated by the ego, as you've been calling it, and supporting 

that a wise approach. 

 

Friends  45:37 

You Yes, he must gain that it is much like a light that loses its brightness as the inner energies 

consume and one spends more and more time in daydreams are and the energies take over 

the conscious awareness. And again, many of the formulas for gaining a consciousness are 

ways for the client, to gain control, through the affirmations, through the forcing, of 

consciousness of bringing the consciousness to the awareness of saying affirmations, after a 

while, then the affirmations become automatic. So, the, the entity that can grasp that he loses 

his consciousness, having that much awareness, and then and then recognizing that in order 

for him to gain the energies and increase the light in his ability, to a conscious awareness 

would be then yes, the exercise of of bringing and maintaining his awareness. And then 

dividual may need help at this point, to the effect of their being, as someone who is with him 

very much of the time to when they see that the consciousness is slipping away to a very, very 

gently on this point to bring him to some exercise that he could do. So, that then gradually his 

ability, his awareness and consciousness at a longer and longer intervals, and then with his 

ability, then to proceed and recognize what is happening in aside of his energy field, and when 

he when you have brought him to a point that he can grasp this, he should be made aware of 

how and what is in operation. For once this is done, there is a certain amount, when the 

individual recognizes that it is indeed energy that is coming from their energy field, but that it is 

energy, that is their energy, but that is acting through mis representation. And when the 

consciousness reaches the point where it can differentiate it, and then you will be dealing with 

the aspects, the very aspects that spoke of anger, will, through their ability through their 

coming to terms of surviving and understood will as it were, change their attitude. The attitudes 



towards a survival will not be that they must maintain this anger and if defense mechanism to 

survive, but that in order to survive, they must learn to think and to bring the total body and 

energies into harmony. And once the aspects recognize this, then you will be on the road to 

converting these energies. And this will not be done over night, but it is possible. 

 

Roy  50:39 

Too close now for now I'm wondering if it would be possible for us to meet this afternoon. 

Again, I have many questions I'd like to ask. 

 

Friends  50:50 

A Yes, we will arrange a for this afternoon. Thank you for your courtesy. Thank you for your 

assistance. 

 

Marie  51:18 

Yes 

 


